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Sharper image super wave oven

The Sharper Image 8217 Super Wave Oven uses Halogen technology to cook rapidly, with a powerful fan to distribute the hot air like a super fan assisted oven costing many times the price. Halogen cookers don’t need pre heating, the heat is available instantly. You can cook from frozen
beef, chicken , pork without worrying if the center is raw ! Ignore the manufacturers advertising picture by the way, Chicken should always be put on a rack to allow the hot air to circulate and cook the meat. I don’t know why they  insist on these misleading publicity shots! Disappointingly the
accessories that are bundled with the oven are few and don’t include any trays for cakes or steaming vegetables recipe booklet tongs low rack high rack instruction manual extender ring however there is a good value kit available from Amazon SharperImage 8217 manual Overall
Impression Build quality was good. The fan was not excessively noisy. Food cooked in good time. The calibration of the heat setting was checked and found to be spot on. The unit has good safety features and could be taken from kitchen to table easily with the ‘stay cool’ side handles.
Sadly there were a number of negative reviews, several commenting on the longevity, with the halogen lamp failing under warranty period Buyers Say… I have cooked steaks, pork chops, chicken pieces, cakes, a whole ham, frozen burritos, and a whole chicken and have no complaints! ”
does not burn what it is I am cooking; it does not fill my house with the smell of burning grease; it cooks very quickly and evenly; with no burnt-on grease (carbonized grease); very easy to use;almost a “set-it-and-forget-it” cooking appliance; Most of the time, the portions are too small to
justify firing up the oven/range or to hop outside and clean then get the charcoal grill going. So, if I need to bake, broil, “grill”, or roast, I use our new Super Wave Oven. I like this appliance and use it more than I do our oven and the small convection toaster oven. Our Review Rating We gave
the nicely built Sharper Image a score of 6/10, combining the price of the accessories with the main cooker unit made it not so good value when compared to the best in review.  Cooking results were great, with the menus tried being warmly greeted by the family testers. I tried bacon, a joint
of pork from frozen and some cup cakes, the Sharper Image had no difficulty in producing top class results on all three. – © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Kitchen and Household The Sharper Image 8217 Super Wave Oven | 8217 * Product and pricing data are sourced from
third parties for informational purposes only. We strive to provide correct information, but are not responsible for inaccuracies. Should you find any errors, please help us by reporting it here. General halogen heating element, infrared heat technology, self-cleaning coating Power Electric
Ovens air-fry, bake, broil, convection, grill, roast, steam Miscellaneous Header Small Appliances Manufacturer The Sharper Image Sharper Image Super Wave Oven Countertop: shown with extender ring in place Heat: Halogen and Infrared Fan: Convection fan Dimensions: 16 x 12.5 x 13.5
inches Weight: 14.1 pounds Watts: 1300 Runs at 120 volts Capacity: 12 1/2 US quarts (12 litres) Temperature: Dial. Timer: Dial. Up to 60 minutes Bowl: glass Lid: glass Colour: blue Extender ring: Self-clean: not known Model #: 8445BC Notes: Some Sharper Image models are also sold
under the Emson brand name. December 22, 2012Saw this at the club & told my wife I wanted one eventually. Had done lots of research on these types of ovens & determined this was the one (too many stories of the Nuwave plastic bowl cracking & more difficult to clean). It was gone from
the club & never showed up again. Showed up on the website & was gone within 24 hours later on two separate occasions. Told my wife I wanted to be ready to strike fast the next time & showed up. I wanted it at the club because it came with the extender ring & nothing in the online
description referenced it. Decided against buying from other online sites (HSN, Super Wave site) based on comments that buyer had to pay return shipping if it showed up not working + wanted to take advantage of Sam's membership/guarantee & option to return it to club. Additionally, it's
much cheaper on Sam's site than any of the others. Was concerned the bowl was glass but as soon as I unpacked it, that concern was gone...think very thick/heavy pyrex. Received two days after placing order & had already hit the grocery store so I could try out chicken, ribs, steaks, jerky
& veggies upon receiving it. My first surprise was that it showed up with the extender ring in the box (awesome--big turkeys in my future!). First up: chicken legs & thighs. Quickly seasoned & put them on the lower rack. Had to run out & pick up my daughter--was back 15 minutes later &
amazed how much it had already browned up. It was in for a total of 30 minutes...some of the best chicken I'd ever had...crispy on the outside & extremely juicy inside. Same thing with the ribs: super fast & super good. Steaks were awesome & quick but surprisingly, the vegetable mix I
threw in & seasoned may be the favorite so far in our meat-eating house. Made some sweet potato fries that were also very popular. I doubt we touch our regular oven this summer (if the temps are anything like the last two years). This thing puts out 1/20th of the heat from our oven & food
cooking doesn't smell up the entire house (even bacon...WOO-HOO!). My wife loves it because I've suddenly taken an interest in cooking. Between this & the grill, her cooking load has been greatly reduced & I feel like some mad scientist trying new dishes. So far, no bad outcomes. Health
benefit in that the grease falls away from the meat (I use a tin pie pan -- 3 for $2 at Walmart [& can be reused). Make sure you spray the wire trays with cooking oil or rub with olive oil--makes cleanup much quicker. I love this thing but if you're looking to get one, keep an eye on the site &
strike fast when the show up in stock...they don't last long. It's much cheaper here than anywhere else + you get the security of dealing with Sam's instead of some unseen, unaccountable company not concerned with customer satisfaction. I'm more satisfied with this than any purchase I
can recall. I plan to get one for my mom (widowed) & two brothers living together. This is perfect for anyone but especially households with four or fewer people. Would have loved having one in college as it can handle entire meals without using any other pans or dishes & cooks things
FAST. Saves a LOT of energy for those seeking a green lifestyle. HINT: There's a Yahoo Group dedicated to Super Wave users. When looking for recipes, do a search for Nu wave recipes--they work on the Super Wave as well. Also, go to Amazon's site & search for 'Super Wave
Accessories" if you're interested in the Non-stick grill pan, Lid holder, Mesh Basket & multiple function pan (casseroles, cakes & such) -- approx $28. Will update if anything changes.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?October 25, 2012I loooooove this oven! I use it more than any
other appliance in my kitchen. I hardly ever use my range oven. Roast an entire 5 pound chicken to perfection. Put a glass pie plate at the bottom to collect the juices and, voila, juices for gravy. And it's true! Frozen steak cooked to perfection in 18 minutes!Written by a samsclub.com
customer.Helpful?January 25, 2013Arrived very quick after order. This little countertop is great for working parents. Roasting chicken breasts, sausage, fries, biscuits, etc. you name it and it will cook it in short order. The heavy glass cooking bowl holds heat well and cleanup is a snap.
Moms need to be a little careful handling the bowl in soapy water because it can tend to be on the heavy side. The unit works well for roasting. The metal fan fan moves hot air when cooking to provide an even heat. Turning your food halfway thru the cooking provides a rich brown tasty
result. I have put sausage and other items into the cooker straight from the freezer and it cooked fine. Just remember to turn it halfway thru. (Good time to sprinkle seasoning, tough have it adhere when frozen). I have not tried it cooking a stew. the racks are sufficient for small meals. If you
are looking for a nice fast cooker or something more when your oven is full, this will meet your need. As alway the price is almost half as compared to other vendors.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?May 9, 2012We love this oven and have used it everyday since the original one
was purchased in February. We just purchased 2 more as gifts for my mother and my son. I find 2 faults with the oven, the racks are not very stable so you have to watch using heavy items on the top rack. The second is the instruction book that comes with the oven is next to worthless.
Learn from trial and error. Clean up is a snap! I would highly recommend this item.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?March 12, 2012Glass base, appears well made. I've owned other brands - this is the best quality so far! Only con I have is wishing the wire racks were stronger. It
does cook frozen chicken as advertised. Went from freezer bag to dining table in 20 minutes! That's what I wanted!Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?December 8, 2012Takes the place of a deep fryer, portable convection Oven & portable steamer, plus it is healthy cooking.
Cooks fairly fast & retains juices. Portable and cleans fast. Can use foil in it, unlike Microwave. I would buy it again in a heartbeat!Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?February 15, 2013Only used the Super Wave Oven a few times for chicken breast and pork chops. Followed the
time information in the booklet and they came out nice and juicy.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?August 31, 2012We used it twice loved it and and my husband was unaware the glass bowl was not attached to the black stand. Oops, broken glass bowl. Sharper Image has no
replacement parts as they are not the manufacturer.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?February 9, 2013I purchased the SuperWave Oven last June at Sam's Club store and wanted to give it a thorough test before posting a review. PROS: The ability to cook meat from frozen
without defrosting is a major pro. We buy the frozen chicken breasts and thighs from WalMart/Sam's and the SWO takes away the time needed to defrost first. You can cook multiple things at once. We usually cook the meat on the top rack and veggies on the bottom. Versatile in what you
can cook in it. No special cookware needed. If it works in the oven, it works in the SWO. Healthy cooking. If you're wanting a tasty way to cook foods and keep it healthy, then the SWO is for you. CONS: Racks are light weight and prone to tipping over when placing food on them. Major
problem when you're turning meat over halfway through the cooking time. I found the FlavorWave cooking accessory kit on Amazon that is sturdy and will fit the SWO. The dial numbers wipe off after awhile of using it. After 30 days, my temperature numbers were coming off. The timer
stopped working, but the oven would stay on, so I returned my first unit. Second one works well, but the numbers are wearing off again. The glass bowl is durable, but it's heavy and hard to maneuver in the sink to clean it. Almost cracked it a few times by dropping it in the sink. The cooking
times in the manual are conservative at best. I find taking their cooking times and multiplying by 1.5 is a good place to start. Recommend purchasing a meat thermometer so you can test doneness. I would definitely recommend buying it at Sam's for local support and spend the extra $7 for
the extended warranty.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?March 31, 2014Wash the top with a wet cloth & all the settings came off. There is no was to tell the temp., or time setting. It is printed on with paint of some sort.Written by a samsclub.com customer.Helpful?
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